THE MANY FACES OF AI:
INTERNATIONAL PANEL OF PRACTITIONERS

- Jacqueline Wong
- Dhruv Acharya
- Ada Jo Mann
- Joep De Jong
- Anastasia White

STORY of EUROPE
1996
- Joep
- The Nordic Region
  South, West
- Emerging, all Over...
  - AI
- It will grow to
  1000 people soon!
- It’s generosity, sharing — beyond
  Belief
- Leif

SPIRIT
BEGEISTRING
400 Members
- Netherlands, Sweden, Spain, Denmark
- Meetings

ASIA’s look at AI
- Jacqueline

- AI helps us discover who
  we really are.

STORIES OF GEM
- Ada Jo
- Privilege
- Jane David
- Ada Jo

- Training leaders
- Bringing together Northern and Southern Partners
- Organizational Excellence Program
- When people start telling STORIES...
  A thousand flowers start to Bloom

- That’s my Story and I’m sticking to it!
- Fully Claim your Identity!
- That’s my Story and I’m sticking to it!
- Multiple Organizations working at the same TIME!

- Mac O’Dell — dreaming of Nepal
- 12 People
- Teaching each other

Cultural Context

Labor Movement: Living and working together in Harmony

Imagine CHENGK

Singapore: A Nation in Transformation

Small Inquiry: we started with 2 people
then we did it with 50 people...then 600 people!!